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Frasch’s Stille Acoustics Premiers New Acoustical Products at Neocon.

May 1, 2019 - Fräsch, a US based manufacturer of forward thinking
workplace solutions for furniture, lighting and acoustics will showcase
its expanded line of acoustical solutions by it’s Stille Acoustics division
at booth #7-10054 at Neocon, June 10-12th 2019, in Chicago.
Since it’s introduction last year at Neocon, Stille Acoustics, has seen
tremendous interest for it’s acoustical products and custom fabrication
for commercial interior design projects. Co-Founders Gary Nightengale
and Slavka Younger have a vision for delivering to the design
community solutions that are innovative and create real value through
the design and impact through acoustical properties. Stille’s Fella
acoustical felt products are manufactured to meet the designer’s
specification for commercial office, healthcare and higher education
markets.
After an award-winning year for the Melo Acoustical Tile Speaker in
2018, Stille is premiering an expanding range of acoustical solutions for
walls, ceilings and custom applications. Stille will showcase three new
products: BRIK Wall Tile System, PANL Acoustical Panel Systems and
BAFL Acoustical Ceiling Baffles, which highlight the company’s new
range of expanded capabilities at Neocon.

NEW PRODUCT | BRIK
Building on the success of it’s initial recycled PET felt wall tiles, Stille has
developed the BRIK tile system to streamline the installation process
and increase the absorption rating. “Brik is more that just a wall tile, it’s
an adjustable system design to achieve a range of acoustical absorption
through the panel and the mounting solution to the wall, it goes beyond
a tile adhered to a wall.” stated Gary Nightengale.
Fabricated from Fella acoustical PET felt made from 55% recycle
content originating from recycled water bottles. BRIK is available in 25
standard colors and thicknesses of 9mm and 12mm. The system of
acoustical tiles can achieve a range of .70 – 1.00 NRC value depending
on thickness and mounting solution.

NEW PRODUCT | PANL
PANL is a versatile panel solution that can be integrated as
partition, wall tile or suspended acoustical ceiling elements. PANL is
fabricated from Fella acoustical PET felt made from 55% recycle
content originating from recycled water bottles, available in various
standard designs or custom patterns, 25 standard colors and
thicknesses of 9mm and 12mm. As a stand alone acoustical panel can
achieve a range of .50 -.90 NRC value depending on thickness.
“Panl is such a simple and creative product that we can easily customize
it to a designer’s intent, whether the design is for a ceiling, wall or
custom application, it showcases how we can customize the felt in
creative ways”. says Slavka Younger.

NEW PRODUCT | BAFL
BAFL is an acoustical ceiling baffle for spaces. Designed to offer a
range of acoustical baffle solutions that simplify the flexibility and ease
of installation for a variety of spaces and applications. An optional
lighting kit can also be specified into the baffle for applications where
lighting is desired. BAFL’s mounting approach enables installers and
contractors ease in installing the product utilizing a range of existing
hardware and fixtures (unistrut, cables, etc). BAFL is fabricated from
the Fella acoustical PET felt made from 55% recycle content originating
from recycled water bottles. BAFL is available in various standard or
custom sizes, 25 standard colors and thicknesses of 50mm to 100mm.
“Baffles have traditionally been difficult and complicated solutions, we
want to bring new ideas and value through design and engineering
creative solutions for ceiling applications”, said Nightengale.

